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A Third Parameter for Unbounded Stress• 

Rachel Walker 

University of Califorrua, Santa Cruz 

This paper examines the typology and analysis of unbounded stress systems. From 
a typological perspective, I will propose that a parameter of Nonfmality should be added to 
the descriptive typology of unbounded stress, and with regard to analysiS, I will argue that 
just three constraints in  an Optimality-Theoretic framework (as developed by Pnnce & 
Smolensky 1993; henceforth P&S 1993) are sufficient to capture the core features of an 
unbounded system. I will further demonstrate that the range of stress patterns predicted by 
factorial ranking of these three constraints is attested, and th1s factorial ranking suggests a 
new typological classification for peak-alignment stress systems that do not make reference 
to foot structure. 

1 . Two parameters for unbounded stress 

Traditional descriptions of unbounded stress conce1ve of a four-way typology 
resulting from the exhaustive combination of two binary parameters (Hayes 1 980, Prince 
1983). The first of these parameters reflects the quantity sensitivity of these systems by 
requiring that stress fall on the leftmost/rightmost heavy syllable in the word. The second 
parameter reflects the edge-aligned nature of default stress by fixing the stress peak on the 
leftmost/rightmost syllable in words with no heavy syllables. A chart of the four systems in 
this typology is given in ( 1 )  with examples of languages for each (from Hayes 1995). 

(1) 
i 

ii 

iii 

iv 

A f f b ded our-way typo ogy o un oun 
DESCRIPTION 
Stress leftmost heavy cr, else leftmost cr 

stress 

Amele, Au, Lhasa Tibetan Lushootseed Yana. 
Stress leftmost heavy cr. else rightmost cr 
Komi Kwakw'ala. 
Stress rightmost heavy cr, else leftmost cr 
Kuuku-Ya?u Huasteco Chuvash. Eastern Cheremis. 
Stress rightmost heavy cr, else rightmost cr 
A.�uacatec Golin. 

L 1 f R . h = e t, =ngl t 
Heavv cr Default 

L L 

L R 

R L 

R R 

• I am grateful to Armin Mester, Jaye Padgett, Junko It6, Elan Dresher, Michael Kenstow•cz. Ruben van de 
Vijver, and audience members at NELS 26 for their comments on this research. I would also like to thank 
James Bosson, Jan-Olof Svantesson, and Sandag Shagdar for their help w1th the Mongolian Data. All errors 
are my own. This research was supported by SSHRC fellowsh•p 752-93-2397. 
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A TillRD PARAMETER FOR UNBOUNDED STRESS 

2 .  1 The corrected description of Khalkha stress 

443 

In the theoretical literature, Khalkha has come to be known as a dasstc example of 
an unbounded stress system of type (i) 10 table ( 1 ), as described 10 (6) below (sec, for 
example, Hayes 1980, 1995, Prince 1983, Hammond 1986, Halle & Vergnaud 1987, 
ldsardi 1992). The descripuon that appears m the thcoreucal literature ts based on the work 
of Street ( 1963: 62), who refers to the grammar of Poppe ( 195 1 :  13). 

(6) KhaJkha stress (early version): 
Stress the leftmost heavy syllable; otherwiSe stress the leftmost syllable. 

Thts early description of KhaJkha stress has s10ce been found to be mtst.aken, and 
Bosson ( 1 964) and Poppe ( 1 970) have provided a corrected descnpuon. Another East 
Mongolian language, Burial, is reported to share the same stress pattern (Poppe 1960) 
Poppe's description of Khalkha stress is gtven in (7) along wtth the examples he g1ves for 
Khalkha and Buriat to tllustrate the pattern. In these examples, two adjacent vowels, e.g. 
[aa] and [ae], signify a long vowel and diphthong, respectively Stress m these and 
subsequent forms is marked by both underlining and an acute accent. 

(7) Poppe on Khalkha stress ( 1970: 47). Same system for Bunat (Poppe 1960: 19). 

a .  "Words containing no geminate vowel phonemes or dtphthongs have the stress on 
the initial syllable." 
Khalkha L L [ixa] 'brother' 

L L L [Unfisan] 'having read' 
Buriat L L �da] 'mountam' 

b.  "Words containing one geminate vowel phoneme or one dtphthong have the stress 
on the geminate vowel or diphthong, respectively " 
Khalkha L H  [dalael 'sea' 

L H  [gah.iuJ 'goose' 
Buriar L I:i [xadaar] 'through the mountain' 

c .  "Words containing more than one geminate vowel phoneme or dtphthong have the 
stress on the penultimate geminate vowel or diphthong." 
Khalkha L I:i H [moriooroo] 'by means of hts own horse' 

NB! L H I:i H [dalaegaaraa] 'by one's own sea' 
Buriat L I:i H [ dalai9aar] 'by sea· 

L H  H [mor'ooroo] 'by one's own horse' 
L H H H [dalai�aa) 'by one's own sea' 

The description in (7a-b) agrees with the early descnpuon of Khalkha stress 10 (6). Yet (7c) 
contains an important difference: in forms with more than one heavy syllable, stress falls 
on the penultimate heavy syllable rather than on the leftmost one. The crucial form 
distinguishing the corrected description of Khalkha from the early one is the form 
[dalaegaaraa] 'by one's own sea'. Notice that all of the other examples are conststent wtth 
either descriptiOn. This considerable overlap 10 the output of the two patterns is likely a 
source of the system being at first mistaken for the simpler same-side lcft-onented system. 

Bosson's description of Khalkha stress confirms the correction. Bosson states that 
"if the word contains several syllables wtth long vowels, the stress falls on the penultimate 
long vowel" ( 1 964: 2 1 ). Note that both Poppe and Bosson charactenze the stressed syllable 
as the "penultimate" heavy, and in each of the examples provided with more than one heavy 
syllable, the stressed syllable happens to fall in the penultimate position 10 the word These 
forms are thus consistent with two patterns: one stressing the second last (or penultimate) 3
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A THIRD PARAMETER FOR UNBOUNDED STRESS 445 

parameter typology. However, in order to capture the nonfinahty effect, the NONFINALITY 
constramt proposed by P&S ( 1 993: 52; cf Hung 1993) will also be necessary. This 
constramt, (in ( 10)), requires that the head of a PrWd be nonfinal m the PrWd. After P&S 
( 1993 41  ). I assume that the syllable wtth the mam stress qualifies as a head of the PrWd 

( 10) NONFINALITY: No head of PrWd ts final tn PrWd. 

In order to capture the nonfinahty effect in Khalkha and Bunat stress, 
NONFINALITY must be ranked over ALIGN PK R, as illustrated in ( 1 1 ) Th1s tableau has a 
form 10 which all syllables are of equal weight. The selccuon of the opumal cand1date w1th 
nonfinal stress m (a) over the candidate in (b) w1th final stress shows that It IS more 
important to have stress fall on a nonfinal syllable than 1t IS to perfectly satisfy ahgnment 

( 1 1 ) NONFINALITY >> ALIGN PK R 
H H H 

NONFINALITY uurtaeoaar 

a- (a) H H H 

(b) H H li * '  

ALIGN PK R 

(J 

The tableau 10 ( 12) demonstrates that PK-PROM must be ranked above NONFINALITY This 
example shows that when the only heavy syllable m a word tS final, the heavy syllable gets 
the stress, even though stress10g It v1olates NONFINALITY 

( 1 2) PK-PROM >> NONFINALITY 

L H 
PK-PROM NONFINALITY xadaar 

a- (a) L li "' 

(b) 
' 

J.. H * !  

Finally, ( 1 3 )  shows the need for PK-PROM over ALIGN PK R, although by transitiVIty from 
the other rankmgs we already know that this relation must hold. Here we sec that m a form 
where a nonfinal syllable 1s stressed, PK-PROM must dominate alignment 10 order to ensure 
that a heavy syllable gets stress rather than a light one, even when the light is better aligned 

( 1 3) PK-PROM >> ALIGN PK R 
H H L H 

PK-PROM ba1ouullaoaar 

a- (a) 
' 

H H L H 

(b) H H J.. H * !  

NONFINALITY ALIGN PK R 

00 
(J 

A summary of the constramt ranking needed to capture the nghtmost nonfinal heavy 
stress of Khalkha and Burial is given in ( 14) 

( 14) Mongohan stress: PK-PROM >> NONFINALITY >> ALIGN PK R 

As th1s rankmg shows, NONFINALITY IS simply positioned 10 between the PK-PROM-over
ALIGN-PK ranking already established for the unbounded systems m ( I ) 

3 .  A typology of unbounded systems with nonfinality 

The Mongolian stress pattern demonstrates that unbounded stress can exh1b1t a 
nonfinality effect. Some other instances of nonfinahty effects in unbounded stress have 
also been noted by Hayes ( 1980) and Ponce ( 1983). I will tum now to malung a case lor 5
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makmg stress nonfinal, so a final syllable will be stressed if it is the heaviest syllable 

( 18) PK-PROM >> NONFINALITY 
H H: PK-PROM NONFINALITY 

asbaab 
sr (a) H ' 

� • 
(b) H H: • !  

447 

By transtttvity. PK-PROM must also be ranked over ALIGN PK R As we saw for Khalkha 
and Burial in ( 1 3), this ranking ensures that peak prominence ts respected when making a 
choice between nonfinal syllables. Stressmg the heaviest syllable wtll thus always wm over 
stressmg a hghter syllable, even if the heaviest syllable is worse ahgned. 

Sindhi provides a second example of QS Nonfinality m a system stressmg the 
nghtmost heavy else rightmost syllable. Stowell describes the Smdht pattern as: ·•stress the 
last syllable if 1t is the only heavy syllable; else stress the rightmost heavy syllable. 
sk1ppmg the last if there are no heavy syllables stress the penult syllable" ( 1979: 70) Tins 
pattern is the same as that of H10d1 except that there are two levels of syllable wetght rather 
than three. The analysts of Sindht stress will be parallel to the one for Kelkar's Hindt 

Western Cheremis is also a rightmost heavy else nghtmost stress system, but tt has 
QI Nonfinality. As described by Itkonen ( 1 955: 28) and noted in Hayes ( 1995· 297). 
Western Cheremis stresses the rightmost nonfinal heavy syllable, otherw1se the nghtmost 
nonfinal syllable. The final syllable in a word ts never stressed Thts pattern ts illustrated 
by the fonns 10 ( 19) Note that heavy syllables m Western Cheremts are those wtth full 
vowels. while reduced vowels ([:a]) count as light 

( 19) Western Chererrus 
Rightmost nonfinal heavy syllable IS stressed: 
H H [Qrma] 'sand' H H L [oJmaft:a] 'sand' (mess.) 
H L L [korn:aJt:a] 'way' (iness.) H L H ffiiSt:alam] 'I laugh' 
Rightmost nonfmal light syllable is stressed when no nonfmal heavies: 
L L  [�r:a] 'go in''  L L L  [p:arru:am] ' I went 10' 
( H [�ra] 'go in' (pres 3sg ) L L  H [:am:)Jtem] 'I shade' 

Because the nonfinality effect m Western Cherem1s IS quanuty msens1llvc. the 
analysis of Western Cheremis w1ll differ from that of Hind1 and Mongolian stress by 
reverstng the ranking of NONFINALITY and PK-PROM, so that NONFINALITY is highest 

(20) Western Cheremis stress: NONFINALITY >> PK-PROM >> ALIGN PK R 

(21-22) illustrate the key points of the ranking In the two prev1ous systems. we 
saw that ranking NONFINALITY over ALIGN PK R captures the baste nonfinality effect. (21) 
illustrates what is  new 10 Western Cheremts. In this case NONFINALITY IS  also ranked over 
PK-PROM, because it is more important in this language to satisfy nonfinality by stressmg a 
light nonfinal syllable than it is to respect peak prominence by stressing a final heavy 
Nonfinality thus holds in all fonns, regardless of the weight of the final syllable. 

(2 1 )  NONFINALITY >> PK-PROM 

L H  
NONFINALITY PK-PROM p:ara 

n- (a) 1. H • 

(b) L H . ,  7
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A THIRD PARAMETER FOR UNBOUNDED STRESS 449 

oncnted nonfmaltty effect wtll not emerge m the default pattern. The same-stde leftmost 
systems with QS Nonfinality w1ll thus not be absent m the typology but simply w1ll not 
contrast with the corresponding systems without nonfinaltty. 

A nonfinabty effect will be apparent in a leftmo�t heavy else leftmost stress pattern 
when the nonfinality IS quantity msensiuve. Kashmtn provides an example of such a 
system (Kcnstowicz 1993 citing Bhatt 1989) Like Kelkar's Hindt, Kashmtn contrasts 
three levels of syllable weight, although rather than having the light, heavy, superheavy 
senes of Hindi, Kashmin d1sungutshes hght ("L" CV), closed ("C" CVC), and heavy ("H" 
CY:). The stress pattern of Kashmtn is such that stress falls on the heavtest nonfinal 
syllable, and in the event of a tie, the leftmost candidate wins Stress 1s never final in the 
word. The pattern is Illustrated m (24) (Kenstow1c1 does not supply glosses for the fonns) 

(24) Kashmiri 
Heaviest nonfinal syllable IS stressed: 
.L C lnQjid] Ji L H [.fiarikaa] 
L H �laam] Ji c c [baagambar] 
� c  rmatlab] L � L L  [mukaddima] 
.H H [daanaa] L L Ji L [mahar��ni] 
C. L c [r�phvarukh] c L .H c [nandtkeefor] 
L .C  H [no.@gii] c 1i L L [aiJgoolika] 
L 1i c [zitoovuh] c Ji c H [na.TJilirastaan] 
Leftmost nonfmal candidate stressed m case of t1e: 
L L L [Iili_lkiri] J:i H L L [miar�azagi] 
.L L L c �mnagar] L H H L [ mahaaraazt ] 
L. L, L L H [IL_clharadarii ] J:i H C l!lliraazan] 
L .C  c L c [ba�darladin] c L H  H c [ardonooriiJor] 
c. c H [ganpaOJaar] 1i H H [Q_eeviilii] 

In Kashmin, NONFINALITY must be ranked over PK-PROM m order to capture the 
QI Nonfinal1ty, JUSt as in Western Cherem1s and Classical Arab1c The tableau illustraung 
th1s ran.long IS given tn (25), where stressing a nonfmal closed syllable wms over stressmg 
a fmal heavy, even though th1s violates the otherw1se acuve effect of peak prommence 

(25) NONFINALITY >> PK-PROM 
L C H NONANALITY PK-PROM OOJidCJil 

no (a) L .c H "' 

(b) L C Ji * !  

3 .  4 Stress leftmost heavy else rightmost with nonfinality 

Only one set of cases remams to be examined. These are systems stressmg the 
leftmost heavy, else the rightmost nonfinal syllable. An example of such a system has not 
yet been Identified, but Goroa exhibits a related pattern Stress m Goroa is ass1gned to the 
leftmost heavy, otherwise a final closed syllable; otherwise the penult (see (26)) (Hayes 
1980 based on Seidel 1900). Heavy syllables are those with a long vowel or diphthong. 

(26) Goroa 
Leftmost heavy syllable is stressed: 
1i L H [duugunoo] 'thumb' 
.H L H [wautimoo] 'prince' 

L c .H L [girambooda] 'snuff 
L L H  [heni� 'young' 9
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A THlRD PARAMETER FOR UNBOUNDED STRESS 45 1 

(28b) An eight-way typology of unbounded stress (systems v-viii) 
DESCRIPTION Heavv o Default Nonfinalitv 

v Stress leftmost nonfinal heavy <1, else leftmost <1 L L y 
Q.S. NF: no contrast with type (i). 
Q.I. NF: Kashmiri. 

vi Stress leftmost heavy <1, else penult L R y 
? (moraic-level nonfinalif}' in Goroa). 

vii Stress rightmost nonfinal heavy <1, else leftmost <1 R L y 
Q.S. NF: Khalkha. Buriar. 

Q. I. NF: Classical Arabic. 
viii Stress rightmost nonfinal heavy <1, else penult R R y 

Q.S. NF: Hindi, Sindhi. 
Q.I. NF: Western Cheremis. 

4 .  Factorial ranking of PK-PROM, NON F INALITY, and ALIGN PK R 

The previous section established that the parameter of Nonfmality is motivated in a 
parameter-based typology of unbounded stress. In an Optimality-Theoretic framework, 
only the NONFINALITY constraint was needed in addition to the already motivated PK
PROM and ALIGN PK constraints to capture the nonfinality effects in unbounded systems. 
These three constraints are each active in many languages, but so far only a few rankmgs of 
these constraints have been examined. OT predicts factorial constraint ranking. I now turn 
to demonstrating that all rankings for the three constraints yield attested patterns. 

Before introducing NONFINALITY, just PK-PROM and ALIGN PK were needed to 
capture the core of the unbounded stress cases without a nonftnality effect. As established 
in section 1 ,  rank.mg PK-PROM over ALIGN PK realizes the same-side quanttty-sens1t1ve 
unbounded stress systems (see (4-5)). A reverse ranking of these constraints will real1ze a 
quantity-insensitive system with stress always at one edge, because altgnmcnt must always 
be respected. The NONFINALITY constraint can be added to each of the ranklngs of PK
PROM and ALIGN PK in three different places, giving a tolal of stx possible rankings, as 
shown in (29). I will examine ALIGN PK R here and not ALIGN PK L. because left peak 
al.tgnment does not interact as significanlly with the right-onented nonfinaltty effects 

(29) PK-PROM >> ALIGN PK R 
1 NON FINALITY >> 
u PK-PROM >> 
iii PK-PROM >> 

ALIGN PK R >> PK-PROM 
IV NONFINALITY >> 
v ALIGN PKR >> 
vi ALIGNPK R >> 

PK-PROM >> ALIGN PK R 
NONJ'INALITY >> ALIGN PK R 

ALIGNPKR >> NONFINALI'tY 

ALIGNPKR >> PK-PROM 
NONflNALITY >> PK-PROM 

PK-PROM >> NONFINALITY 
Each of the rankings in (29) will be exemplified. Note that the rankings m (v) and 

(v1}, where ALIGN PK R dominates both NONFINALITY and PK-PROM, w1ll not contrast m 
their result. When ALIGN PK R dominates NONFINALITY the resulting system has no 
nonftnality effect, and when ALIGN PK R dominates PK-PROM, stress-alignment wlll be 
quantity insensitive. Thus, when ALIGN PK R dominates both of these constraints, PK
PROM and NONFINALITY will not interact, since the effect of each is already neutralized by 
a higher-ranked constraint. (v) and (vi) will consequently not produce dtfferent systems 

4.1 Exemplification 

The first ranking in (29) places NONFINALITY over PK-PROM over ALIGN PK R 
11
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A TillRD PARAMETER FOR UNBOUNDED STRESS 453 

(33-34) illustrate the constraint ranking. (33) shows that NONFJNALITY dommatcs 
ALIGN PK R, paralleling the analysts of nonfinality m the systems already cxammcd. 

(33) NONFINALITY >> ALIGN PK R 
L L L L NONFINALITY 

melikano 
rr (a) L L � L 

(b) L L L L * !  

ALIGN PK R 

0 

(34) Illustrates the need for ranking ALIGN PK R over PK-PROM Thts rankmg has the 
effect of making the system quantity insensttlve, so 10 choosmg between two nonfinal 
syllables, a better-altgned light syllable w!U wm over a worse-aligned heavy. 

(34) ALIGN PK R >> PK-PROM 
H L H NONFINALITY saQ_sabits 

rr (a) H � H 

(b) H L H 

ALIGN PK R PK-PROM 

(j "' 

(j(jl 

The final rank.Jng, which comb10es the noncontrasuve cases of (v) and (v1), places 
ALIGN PK R over NONFINALITY and PK-PROM This ranking y1clds a quant1ty-10senstt1vc 
system 10 which stress is always final. Uzbck cxh1bits this pallem of stress, as shown in 
(35) (Poppe 1962 4-5) (sec also Hyman 1 977 for a list of further examples) I assume that 
closed syllables arc heavy 10 addition to syllables with long vowels, but thts is not cructal 

(35) Uzbek 
Final syllable IS stressed regardless of syllable weight: 
L li [latobl 'book' L L li [kitobiml 
H L H [at)lamoql 'to understand' H L [aitdt] 
H L L H [atJladilar] 'they understood' H L [baa�{] 

'my hook' 
'he srud' 
'some, certatn '6  

Ev1dence for the constraint rankmg ts gtven tn (36-37) Uzbek has no nonfinality 
effect, so as tn the other cases without nonfinality, ALIGN PK R outranks NONFINALITY. 

(36) ALIGN PK R >> NONFINALITY 

H L H 
ALIGN PK R anlamoa 

rr (a) 
' 

H L li 

(b) H L H cr!cr 

NONFINALITY 

• 

(37) illustrates the second part of the rankmg. Here a ltght syllable IS stressed over a heavy 
one, because the light is better-aligned. Accordingly, ALIGN PK R must outrank PK-PR<M 
(37) ALIGN PK R >> PK-PROM 

H L 
ALIGN PK R aitdi 

B (a) H L 
(b) H L cr! 

PK-PROM NONFINALITY 

* "' 

6 Sires� on the form for [baazi] was not �hown m the source but has been applied by Poppe's rule. 13
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